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In earlier papers ([I], [2], [3]), certain methods were developed with the 
objective of obtaining uniqueness results for boundary problems for partial 
differential equations. In [4], these methods were successfully applied to the 
equation flu = F(x, y, u, u, , u,); and in [5], to a quasilinear equation, that 
of minimal surfaces. In each of these cases, we were dealing with an elliptic 
equation; and it is a natural question, particularly in the quasilinear case, 
to ask to what extent these results are valid when the ellipticity condition is 
relaxed and the equation becomes parabolic. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
With the motive of at least partially answering this question through an 
illustrative example, we turn our attention to a classical geometric problem [6]. 
We consider a surface z = U(X, y) generated by a one-parameter family of 
straight lines parallel to the x, y--plane, each line being assumed without 
loss of generality to have a representation 
2 = a, y = bx + c, (1) 
for suitable constants a, 6, c. Since the vector (1, b, 0) clearly lies in the line (1) 
at any point, and since u is constant along this line, interior differentiation 
yields the first order equation 
u, + bu, = 0; 
and a second such differentiation, the second order equation 
u,, + 2bu,, + b2u,, = 0. 
(2) 
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Finally, this, taken with (2), gives the parabolic quasilinear partial differential 
equation 
2 %I %z - 2u,uyu,V i Ur%lyy = 0, (3) 
which is independent of the choice of a, b, c; and which is therefore satisfied 
at every point by every surface of the type described. 
We shall be dealing with a domain D having a piecewise-smooth boundary I’. 
The function u is C”(D) and C’(D + I‘), with partial derivatives u, and u!, . 
Finally, we shall denote the outward unit normal to D, the outward normal 
derivative of U, and arc length along r, by ‘In,” “un ,” and “s,” respectively. 
II. UNIQUENESS 
To begin, we prove the following uniqueness theorem: 
THEOREM I. For the boundary problem 
2 %I K-cz - ~u,u,u,~ + uz2u,, = 0 in D, 
u, = G(s, u) (uz2 + uy2)f on r, 
(4) 
where G is a given function of s, u, non-increasing in u, any two solutions u1 , u2 
without critical points are functionally dependent, and satisfy the relation 
G(s, ul) = G(s, u2) on r. In particular, if G(s, u) is strictly decreasing in u, 
then there is at most one such solution. 
Conversely, if u1 is any solution to (4) without critical points and u2 = F(u,), 
where F is twice-continuously differentiable, then u2 is also such a solution if and 
only if G(s, ul) = G(s, u2) on I’ and F’(q) > 0. 
The proof of the first statement rests upon the identity 
.r 
r (~1 - U2) ds 
(5) 
which is valid for any two solutions u r , u2 of (3) provided only that they 
do not possess critical points. Clearly, under the given boundary conditions, 
the integrand over I’ is not positive. Moreover, for the integrand over D 
we obtain that 
505/5/I-3 
with equality holding if and only if 
Thus both integrands in (5) must vanish identically; and so (6) holds every- 
where, which is precisely the statement of functional dependence, and 
further G(s, ur) = G(s, ~a) on l? 
In the case when G(s, U) is strictly decreasing, the above result means 
that two such solutions u1 , ua would at least have to be equal on the boundary. 
But since u has no critical points, there is through every point of D a well- 
defined level curve extending all the way to the boundary. Moreover, since 
u and v are functionally dependent, 2: is also constant along such a curve; 
and so the fact that u = u on r implies the fact u =+ z’ in D. 
To prove the partial converse, begin by applying the first part of the 
theorem to the special case when ur and u2 = F(u,) are solutions to (4). 
The boundary conditions thus imply that 
and since ui and U, are without critical points, this is nothing more than the 
requirement that F’(u,) > 0 whenever &,/&z f 0. This must certainly 
happen somewhere, because 
and therefore F’(q) > 0 throughout D + r, for F’ is continuous and 
non-vanishing. 
That these conditions are sufficient for ua to be such a solution is easily 
verified. 
It is noteworthy that if the phrase “without critical points” is deleted in 
the statement of the theorem, not only the proof but the uniqueness result 
as well collapses. For we have only to consider as D the interior of the 
square with vertices (1, 0), (0, I), (-1, 0), and (0, -1). It is easy to check 
that the two functions u1 :.= (x + Y)~ - 3(x $ y) and u2 ~- (x - y)” - 3(x - y), 
which are clearly functionally independent, both satisfy (3) within D. 
Further, they are both trivially solutions of the same boundary problem (4), 
in fact with G(s, u) = 0. 
Two corollaries are so important as to be worth special mention. 
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COROLLARY I. For the boundary problem 
%% - 2uZuuu,, + us2uyU = 0 in D, 
(7) 
24, = h(s) (u,2 + uy2)* on r, 
where h is a given function of arc length, any two solutions without critical points 
are functionally dependent. 
Conversely, if u1 is a solution to (7) without critical points and u2 = F(u,), 
where F is twice-continuously d{ff erentiable, then u2 is also such a solution if 
and only ifF’(u,) > 0. 
Finally, (7) can only have a solution without critical points for those h for 
which s, h(s) ds = 0 and -1 < h(s) < 1. 
The last part of the theorem is a consequence of the identity J, s % ds= @ S[ i % I- (uz2 + uy2)3 D ax (z&2 + uyy+ )] dS = 0, 
valid for any solution of (3), and of the boundary condition itself. 
Corollary I should not be too surprising, since h(s) is precisely the cosine 
of the angle between the gradient vector Cu and the normal to I’. Thus the 
boundary condition almost amounts to specifying the direction of the level 
curve through each boundary point, and for (3) it is easy to check that these 
level curves are just straight lines. 
Here, previously, and subsequently, the results obtained can be extended 
to allow, on part or all of the boundary, specification of u itself instead of 
u,J Yu 11; or to the case where the right-hand side of (3) is not identically zero. 
These are obvious extensions, however, and we won’t pursue them further 
here except to refer the reader to [4], where results of this nature are obtained 
for Laplace’s equation. 
With G linear, Theorem I yields 
COROLLARY II. For the “Stekloff-type” boundary problem [7] 
u,~u,.,. - ~u,u,u,~ + uc,%uv, = 0 in D, 
(8) 
u, = h(s)(u - u,,)(u,~ + u2/“)* on r, 
in which h(s) < 0 and u,, is a given constant, any two solutions #without critical 
points are functionally dependent. 
The restriction on the sign of h(s) can be removed only at the cost of 
obtaining a much weakened result. The situation is identical here (and for 
the similar boundary condition u,, = h(s)ekzu(uz2 + uy2)+) to the one existing 
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in the case of the minimal surfaces equation, and the reader is referred for 
details to [5]. 
III. COMPATIBILITY CONDITIONS 
Although we cannot answer the question of existence for the general 
problem, we can at least seek necessary conditions for existence. \&Te have 
already stated one such condition, in Corollary I. In this section, WC turn 
our attention to the more general case of a multiplicatively separable G(s, U) 
and obtain 
THEOREM II. There can only exist a solution without critical points to the 
boundary problem 
2 uy %z - 2u,uyu,, + uz2u,, = 0 in D, 
u, = h(s)K(u)(uz2 + uy2)* on r 
with K(u) f 0 and K’(u) > O(K’(u) < 0) on D + rprovided Jr h(s) ds < 0 
(s, h(s) ds > 0). Moreover, when in .fact Jr h(s) ds = 0, there can only exist 
such a solution provided K(u) is actually constant on D + r. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of the identity 
I 
f&l 
-I- K(u)(ur2 + u?/2)+ 
ds- 1 -K’(u) (u,2 + Q)+ dLs. 
. D K2(u) 
The condition K(u) f 0 is essential, for u = x + y solves the problem 
2 u, uzx - 2u,u,u,, + u,2u,u = 0 for x2+y2<$, 
24, = u(uz” + uv2)i for x2 + y2 = 4. 
Likewise, we cannot dispose of the condition of no critical points, since 
u = (x - Y)~ solves the problem 
2 %I %z - 2u,u,u,y + uzfuyy == 0 for x2+y2<1, 
21, = $yj / X - y 1 e-(z-~)Leu2(u,2 $- uy2)4 for x2 + y2 = 1. 
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